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Trip to CCMA’s a Tremendous Experience

Several prominent country music artists visited the Pearl and Daisy booth at the CCMA celebrations
in Hamilton, ON. Pictured above (L-R) are Amanda Langille, Dean Brody and Rebecca Taylor. Dean is
holding one of the 115 gift bags of Pearl and Daisy products given out to artists at the event earlier in
September. (Angela Smith Photo)
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Maritime Labels & Packaging.
“Specializing in full colour (4
colour process) printing,
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The new soap making equipment at Pearl & Daisy Natural
Soap Company was made by
Specialty Steel, in Debert.
“Rebecca had an idea of what
she wanted and we were able
to take this idea and design the
equipment she needed. The
pieces were designed on a computer program and cut out
using our new laser cutter,” says
Paul Garbes, President of
Specialty Steel. “The whole
process from idea to working
equipment was completed in a
matter of days.”
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Rebecca Taylor was pleased
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to design and manufacture
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Natural Soap Company.
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Cape Breton artist Jimmy Rankin stopped by the Pearl and Daisy
booth at the CCMA event in Hamilton, ON. Rebecca Taylor company president is shown on the left, while Amanda Langille, communications consultant to Pearl and Daisy Natural Soap Company Inc
is pictured on the right. (Angela Smith Photo)
been up and running, producing a new collection of Pearl &
Daisy Natural Soap. The
unscented collection is called
Down Home and made with
oatmeal and honey.
There will be an Open House,

held in the afternoon on October
21st, at Pearl & Daisy Natural
Soap Company 475 McElmon
Rd., Unit 5, Debert. Everyone is
welcome to stop by and see the
production process and view the
assortment of products.

